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Characteristics of an Efficient Multi-Carrier Shipping Software

As ecommerce firms ramp up their efforts to satisfy customers’ needs, shipping has

become a core component of their business strategy.
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A web-enabled user interface designed exclusively for eCommerce businesses, desktop

shipping software is, hands-down, the most effective ways to streamline and automate the

shipping process.

No matter type or size of business, successful order fulfillment matters. A successful order

fulfillment process is the key to client satisfaction and increased sales. In short,

companies need to make sure they are processing and fulfilling orders accurately, quickly

and efficiently, without breaking the bank. One way to maximize returns and minimize

costs is by implementing multi-carrier shipping software.

here’s everything you need to know about the main features of a multi-carrier shipping

platform

Centralized Solutions

First off, multi-carrier software is designed to support multiple carriers. As a result, the

shipping solution enables users to access different carriers in designated areas.
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If you’re catering to diverse markets or international customers, multi-carrier software

can help you deliver a seamless delivery experience. Seamless and smooth shipping

contributes to customer satisfaction and brand loyalty. The software combines the

expertise of local and international shipping carriers and allows businesses to ship their

products to as many countries as possible.

Cost reduction

Controlling shipping costs is crucial for any business owner. Besides the fact that carriers

update their rates frequently, factors like bad weather, incorrect customer address and

more, can surge the cost of your shipping and deliveries.

A multi-carrier shipping software can help keep shipping costs under control. This is

because the software allows business owners to compare rates offered by multiple

carriers. You can select carriers offering shipping at competitive rates.

Evaluate carrier reputation

With so many carrier options, how can you separate the good from the bad? Multi-carrier

software makes it really easy to check and compare the performance of multiple carriers.

Promotes efficiency

Last but not least, users can track the progress of their deliveries via multi-carrier

software. From the time a package is dispatched until the time it reaches a customer, a lot

can happen. In order to monitor the status and condition of shipments, use multi-carrier

software for your business.
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In a nutshell, multi-carrier can make shipping simpler, faster and better for ecommerce

businesses.

Ready to integrate multi-carrier shipping into your company? ProcessWeaver offers user-

friendly multi-carrier shipping products for organizations, including B2B and B2C. Their

shipping software supports a wide range of carriers, including FedEx, DHL, UPS, TNT

and more. Moreover, the software ensures seamless integration with SAP, Oracle, Sage

and other ERP systems.

Check out ProcessWeaver’s state-of-the-art shipping solutions and request a demo for

their next-generation multi-carrier shipping management software today!

Request a demo now.

 

 


